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IN BRIEF

This volume of the LLE Review, covering the period January-March 1992,
contains articles on the use of diffraction gratings in laser applications, and the
fabrication of gratings for use in these applications. There are two articles on the
use of lasers to explore fundamental physics issues and an article on the use of
a solid-state diode array for x-ray imaging. Finally, the activities of the National
Laser Users Facility and the GDL and OMEGA laser systems are summarized.
Highlights of the research reported in this issue are
High-efficiency, large-aperture, high-damage-threshold diffraction gratings
are now being fabricated. The method of their production, as well as
examples of their use, is described.
A new method for the temporal shaping of laser pulses is described. The
method, called spectral beam deflection, can be extended to other
applications requiring laser-beam scanning.
A solid-state detector array has been used for x-ray imaging. A number of
advantages of such arrays over alternative detectors are discussed.
The use of picosecond laser pulses to study the ionization of atoms in
intense electric fields is described.
The use of femtosecond laser pulses to study carrier dynamics in semiconductors is discussed.
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PUBLICATlONS AND CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS

Joe Armstrong, an Optics graduate student, shows Senior Scientist Stan
Skupsky a high-power, holographic grating sample. The fabrication and
use of these high-power gratings are described in two articles in this issue.

Section 1
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENTS
l.A

High-Efficiency Holographic Gratings for
High-Power Laser Systems

Large-aperture holographic transmission gratings that possess high diffraction
efficiency and high damage thresholds have been designed, fabricated, and
experimentally tested within high-power, solid-state laser sy stems. The dispersive
properties of diffraction gratings provide a variety of important and interesting
techniques to control the spatial and temporal characteristics of laser light. Novel
approaches to laser-beam smoothing and pulse shaping involve the transfer of
information between time and space by means of the angular spectral dispersion
(ASD) and lateral time delay imposed by a diffraction grating onto a propagating
laser beam. The surface-relief transmission grating, composed of periodic and
contiguous grooves, provides a source of ASD and possesses the intrinsically
high damage threshold required for use in high-power laser systems. Transmission
gratings have been employed in the driver line of the OMEGA laser system for
several years without occurrence of laser-induced damage. Improved phaseconversion techniques, necessary to reach ultra-uniform levels of irradiation
uniformity on the OMEGA Upgrade laser system, require the use of largeaperture transmission gratings. In addition, novel pulse-compression, pulseexpansion, andpulse-shaping schemes cannow deploy highly dispersive gratings.

Theoretical Modeling
The holographic transmission grating, based on surface relief of a transparent
material, diffracts an incident beam of light into various directions according to
the same diffraction-grating equation as pertains to the holographic volume and
reflection gratings or conventionally ruled gratings. The generalized grating
equation is1
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d[sin(8) - sin(i)] = m h ,

(1)

where d is the groove spacing, 8 and i are the diffracted and incident angles,
respectively, m is the diffraction order, and h is the wavelength of light. Figure
50.1 shows an enlargement of a section of the surface relief. The periodic
thickness variation constitutes a surface relief whose groove spacing and relief
height ( h ) are typically of the order of the wavelength of light.

Diffracted
laser beam

Fig. 50.1
A periodic thickness variation constitutes a
surface relief that can diffract an incoming beam
of light into an alternate direction. Holographic
transmission gratings possess a groove spacing
and surface-rclicf height typically of the order
of the wavclcngth of light.

\ Incident

laser beam

The rate of change of the diffraction angle with respect to change in
wavelength is referred to as the angular dispersion (T) of the grating and is a
measure of the angular spreading of the spectral components of light. Angular
dispersion is given by

For the special case of unit lateral magnification between the input beam and
the output beam, where the incident and diffracted angles are equal but opposite,
the expressions for the grating equation and angular dispersion become

and

respectively. These equations describe the ray directions of spectral components, but do not contain information about the efficiency with which the
diffraction occurs.
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The diffraction characteristics of a dielectric grating have been the subject of
much research. Numerical solutions have been obtained for gratings of arbitrary
profiles by the integral-equation and differential-equation method^.^,^ The
differential-equation methods involve either a normal mode expansion or a
coupled-wave expansion. Each represents a large system of equations and is
difficult to handle computationally. The integral m e t h ~ d ~ ~ r o v icomputational
des
ease and has shown good agreement with experimental results for those gratings
fabricated in the past. Theoretical predictions,5 using an integral-equation code,
show that peak diffraction efficiency near unity can be achieved over a wide
range of groove spacings, or design angles, as shown in Fig. 50.2(a). For each
design angle, the peak diffraction efficiency is obtained at a particular value for
the groove aspect ratio hld, which is determined by the temporally integrated
energy reaching the photoresist. Figure 50.2(b) illustrates the dependence of
diffraction efficiency on the aspect ratio of the grooves. This curve points out the
importance of obtaining uniform and accurate exposures, since changes in
groove aspect ratio cause changes in diffraction efficiency.

- .30
E6138

Fig. 50.2
Theoretical predictions [Fig. 50.2(a)l show that
thepeakdiffractionefficiency
unity
Over a wide range of groove'pacings Or design
angles. Diffraction efficiency varies with the
aspect ratio of the grooves [Fig. 50.2(b)].
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Interferometer Design
The holographic interferometer, as shown in Fig. 50.3, consists of a laser
source, beam-conditioning optics, and two beamlines that intersect at the final
recording plane. Several new and unique design features contribute to its overall
capability for producing high-visibility interference fringes and a deep-grooved
surface relief.
The laser is a Spectra-Physics 2045E argon ion laser, equipped with an
intracavity etalon, highly dispersive cavity mirrors, and electronic feedback
control to maintain both beam power and beam centering. At a 28-W output
power in the visible, this laser is capable of 7-W output for simultaneous lasing
of all of its ultraviolet lines. Selection of a single longitudinal mode within the
h = 364 nm spectral line, by using an intracavity etalon and a Fabry-Perot
spectrum analyzer, further restricts the maximum output power to approximately
1 W. The laser is located on a separate table to prevent vibrations caused by the
cooling system from reaching the interferometer. Vibrations of this type degrade
fringe visibility and must be reduced as much as possible.
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Fig. 50. 3
A beam scanner, a normal-incidence beam
splitter, and an even mirror configuration are
key design features Of the new
interferometer. This 'ystem provides uniform
exposure of the grating while maintaining stable
interference fringes.
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Before being split into two separate beam paths, the laser beam is raster
scanned in two dimensions using the displacement introduced by rotation of a
parallel plate.6 The plate of glass is mounted within a dual-axis rotation mount.
The scanner includes a computer-controlled stepper motor geared to have the
necessary angular resolution while producing linear scan dimensions of up to
11-15 mm. After exiting the laser scanner, the beam is transported to a second
table supporting the interferometer, is split into two equal intensity beams, and
is directed toward two separate telescopes. The beam-splitter configuration is a
critical factor in maintaining stable interference fringes at the recording plane,
while simultaneously scanning the laser beam over the full aperture of the two
arms of the interferometer.
The primary requirement to achieve a stable interferometer configuration
involves splitting the light into two arms that gain equal amounts of increased
path length when the beam is subjected to angular deviation prior to the split. This
requirement is fulfilled both in sign and magnitude by using the following design
criteria. First, the interferometer must maintain left-to-right sense between the
two beamlines. This is achieved by setting the difference in the number of mirrors
between the two beamlines to be an even number. Second, a compensating plate,
with the same thickness as the beam splitter, must be placed within the
transmitted beam at the same angle of incidence that exists for the beam splitter.
The beam that reflects from the back surface of the beam splitter acquires the
same optical path difference as the beam that transmits through both the beam
splitter and the compensating plate.
This is the same criteria that was established for the Michelson interferometer:
which used an incoherent white light source. The principles of the Michelson
interferometer are now being extended to coherent laser light to achieve stable
interference fringes during two-dimensional scanning of the laser beam. This

I
II

I
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design principle provides greatly reduced sensitivity to both laser mispointing
during exposure, and angular rotation of the laser beam during scanning. In
addition, parallel beam displacement is used as the beam-scanning technique,
rather than angle scanning, to eliminate virtually all sensitivity to pre-splitter
beam motion.
The two upcollimating telescopes, one within each arm of the interferometer,
consist of an input objective, a spatial filter assembly, and an output collimating
lens. Refractive telescopes are chosen to minimize sensitivity to vibration and
reduce wavefront error. All optical elements-lenses, mirrors, beam splitters,
and recording materials-are rigidly mounted to reduce vibration effects. In
addition, the table for the interferometer is isolated from building vibrations by
four pressurized support legs. To further isolate the system from vibration
sources, thermal sources, and turbulence, it is located in a "room within a room"
environment. In practice, it is found that the holographic system performs best
during late night hours when most perturbation sources are reduced or absent.

Grating Fabrication
The fabrication of holographic diffraction gratings involves a combination of
photolithographic and interferometric processes involving a variety of optical
and chemical techniques. Highlights of the fabrication process are outlined in the
flowchart shown in Table 50.1. The design of a holographic grating involves the
determination of proper groove profile (width, height, and shape) and the
selection of optical materials used for the substrate (anti-reflection coatings and
surface-relief layer). Two activities are performed after the grating is designed.
Substrate preparation includes application of three thin-film coatings: an antireflection coating, a primer, and a photosensitive resist layer. This is followed by
a baking of the substrate to remove the majority of the resist solvent. Optical
inspection of the surfaces and high-resolution wavefront analysis of the optic
complete the substrate preparation procedure.
In parallel with this activity, the interferometer is configured according to the
grating size and groove width required. First, the laser source is aligned to
operate at the necessary power output with a single longitudinal mode and single
spatial mode. Second, the beam transport, scanner, and telescope optics are
aligned. Third, laser scanning onto a photodetector is performed to determine the
effective time-averaged fluence at the recording plane.
Once this calibration is complete, a non-interferometric exposure is applied
to a resist-coated sample to quantify the relationship between exposure and
material removal. These results determine both the bias exposure and the
interferometric exposure needed to produce the required surface-relief profile.
Exposed photoresist is developed in a sodium hydroxide and water mixture
according to predetermined relationships between the baking time, the exposure,
and the developer concentration. Once the grating has been chemically developed,
grating mounting, efficiency measurements, and wavefront testing are performed
as the final steps of the procedure.
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Table 50.1:

The fabrication of holographic diffraction gratings involves acombination of photolithographic
and interferometric processes utilizing a variety of optical and chemical techniques.

Optical Design
Grating
Coatings

Substrate Preparation

Interferometer Configuration

Substrate coating
(AR, primer, and photoresist)

Laser alignment
(power, profile, and temporal coherence)

Substrate baking

Telescope alignment

Optical testing and inspection

Scanning fluence calibration

Material Removal Calibration
Interferometric Exposure
Chemical Processing
Grating Mounting and Testing

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is used to characterize the surface
relief of the holographic grating that exhibits unity diffraction efficiency. The
size and shape of the grooves are shown in Fig. 50.4. Close-up examination of
the grooves shows that the profile is nonsinusoidal. A measured diffractionefficiency verses incident-angle curve, shown in Fig. 50.5, indicates greater
angular sensitivity than that predicted for the optimum sinusoidal groove shape.
In addition, it has been found that grating efficiency is less sensitive to mean
exposure than is theoretically predicted. This relative insensitivity to mean
exposure, the observed increase in angular sensitivity, and the SEM determination of nonsinusoidal groove shape can potentially be explained by ultrahigh
visibility together with a material-removal saturation effect. Although this effect
needs to be characterized further for applications in grating replication,
gratings of unity efficiency have immediate applications prior to obtaining a
complete understanding.
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Fig. 50.4
Close-up examination of a holographic
diffraction grating, using the scanning electron
microscope (SEM), shows that the surface relief
of a high-efficiency grating is nonsinusoidal.

E6140

Fig. 50.5
100% intrinsic diffraction efficiency has been
demonstrated with nonsinusoidal surface relief.
Theoretical modeling predicts the diffraction
efficiency of a holographic grating to possess a
weak dependence on the incident angle as shown
by the gradual variation in the solid curve.
Experimental measurements of theactual surfacerelief profile show a greater angular sensitivity.

Angular detuning
from symmetric case (")

Laser Applications
A wide variety of applications exist for high-efficiency, high-damagethreshold, holographic diffraction gratings. Currently, a set of gratings designed
for infrared ( h= 1054 nm) laser light is used in the driver line of the OMEGA
system to provide the angular dispersion required for laser-beam smoothing.*
Several setsof holographic gratings, with a greater amount of angular dispersion,
will be required for the driver lines of the OMEGA Upgrade laser. In addition,
as schematically illustrated in Fig. 50.6, broadband frequency conversion can be
accomplished with gratings placed on either side of the frequency-conversion
crystals. Spectrally resolved phase matching within the tripler is achieved with
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Spatially smoothed
target profile
\

Frequency-modulated
laser beam
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Fig. 50.6
Broadband frequency tripling and phase
conversion can be achieved with infrared and
ultraviolet diffraction gratings. They are placed
on either side of the KDP crystals used for
frequency conversion of the high-power, infrared
laser light.

Fig. 50.7
Highly dispersive transmission gratings, placed
within a regenerative amplifier, are used to
increase the spectral purity of the light inside the
laser cavity. A 50-ps pulse is stretched to over
5 ns as a first demonstration of this use of
holographic gratings.

the infrared grating, while the desired amount of color cycling is obtained by
partially cancelling the angular dispersion caused by the infrared grating with the
angular dispersion of an ultraviolet grating.
Other applications for infrared gratings include pulse expansion, pulse
compression, and pulse shaping of pulsed laser beams. In each of these schemes,
highly dispersive transmission gratings provide several design advantages. They
offer greater dynamic range, compactness, high damage threshold, and high
diffraction efficiency. As shown in Fig. 50.7, highly dispersive gratings, placed
within aregenerative amplifier, can be used to increase spectral purity of the light
inside the laser cavity. The pulse width of a Fourier-transform-limited laser pulse
is increased as its bandwidth is decreased. To demonstrate this use of holographic
gratings, a 50-ps pulse has been stretched to over 5 ns by using a grating with
200 prad per angstrom angular dispersion. Pulse expansion to 10 ns is possible
using the configuration in Fig. 50.7. As another example of the pulse-width
control offered by transmission gratings, Fig. 50.8 shows a scheme for pulse
compression accomplished using four high-damage-threshold holographic
gratings. A rigidly mounted thin substrate is used for the fourth grating to
minimize nonlinear beam effects. Alternate strategies of reducing the amount of
nonlinear phase are being investigated.
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Fig. 50.8
Compression of a laser pulse with a duration of
hundreds of ~icosecondsto a much shorter
duration
a few picoseconds can be
with fourhigh-damage-threshold
holographic gratings.

A novel method of pulse shaping (see Fig. 50.9), involving a mapping from
time to space, followed by a spatial-filtering operation, and then a reverse
mapping from space to time, is made more practicable using transmission
gratings. An appropriately designed spatial filter located at the focal plane of
the grating spectrometer gives rise to a pulse shape at the output of the second
grating pair that is similar to the transmittance function of the filter. This pulseshaping scheme is currently under development for use on the OMEGA Upgrade
laser system.
Additional applications ofhigh-power, high-dispersion transmission gratings
involve its function as a spectral filter. These gratings provide excellent blocking
capability at the Fourier plane for measurement of small-signal gain, for ASE
suppression in amplifier subsystems, and many other situations, many of which
remain to be demonstrated. Furthermore, the transmission grating, based on
diffraction from a surface relief, provides several advantages for the design of
spectroscopic instruments. Compact optical configurations capable of high
angular dispersion and efficient over a broad wavelength range are possible. A
highly dispersive and low-noise spectrometer is illustrated in Fig. 50.10.

Conclusion
High-efficiency holographic gratings, exhibiting unity diffraction efficiency,
have been demonstrated for use in high-power laser systems. A novel
interferometric technique, which incorporates parallel beam scanning and a
pointing-insensitive optical configuration, is used to obtain uniform irradiation
of the recording medium while maintaining stable interference fringes. Largeaperture gratings, covering a wide range of groove spacings, can be manufactured
with this interferometric exposure technique. Numerous applications exist for
these high-efficiency and high-damage-threshold holographic gratings. Laserbeam smoothing and pulse-shaping techniques, many of which have been
invented and developed at LLE, incorporate these gratings at physical apertures
ranging between several centimeters to tens of centimeters. In addition, highly
dispersive holographic diffraction gratings are a central component to pulseexpansion and pulse-compression schemes.
Furthermore, these new gratings offer the possibility of building highresolution and high-signal-to-noise spectroscopic instruments. Future research
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Fig. 50.9
Spectral pulse shaping involves a mapping from time to space, followed by a spatialfiltering operation, and then a reverse mapping from space to time. Placement of an
apodizer at the focal plane of the grating spectrometer gives rise to a pulse shape, at the
output of the second grating pair, similar to the transmittance function of the filter.

Fig. 50.10
The transmission gratlng provides several
advantages for the deslgn of spectroscopic
instruments. Compact configurations capable
of high angular dispersion and efficient over a
broad wavelength range are possible.

is aimed at the development of replication techniques necessary for the production
of large-apertureultraviolet gratings that would be used for broadband frequency
conversion and phase conversion of laser light on the OMEGA Upgrade
laser system.
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Shaping and Measuring a Laser Pulse Using
Spectral Beam Deflection

The capability to produce laser pulses of arbitrary temporal shape is important
in areas of optical communication,' atomic and molecular spectroscopy~and
laserfu~ion.~
Previous pulse-shaping techniques have achievedmoderate success
in these areas.44 The new approach discussed here, using the technique of
spectral beam deflection (SBD), offers the potential of higher temporal resolution
combined with the flexibility of beam-size variation and aperture-position
variation during the pulse. SBD can produce the high-precision multinanosecond
pulses required for laser fusion applications, and it is compatible with standard
pulse-compression techniques for producing shaped subpicosecond pulses.
Although SBD is applied here mainly to pulse shaping and beam-size shaping,
it is a general technique that can be used for any application that requires laserbeam scanning for illuminating an object or for reading and writing information.
Laser-beam temporal pulse shaping has previously been performed in both
the time d0main~9~
and frequency domain6 Time-domain shaping [Fig. 50.1 1(a)]
is accomplished by passing the beam through, for instance, a Pockels cell placed
between two polarizers that will cause time-dependent attenuation of the beam
when driven by a shaped electrical pulse. This approach relies on electronic
techniques for constructing the required temporal electrical shape. At present, it
has been difficult to produce very complicated or very fast rising pulses. The
second approach, pulse shaping in the frequency domain [(Fig. 50.1 l(b)], is
accomplished by spatially separating the spectral components of the beam (using
a diffraction grating) and modifying the amplitude and/or phase of these
components to produce the spectrum that corresponds to the desired temporal
pulse shape. When the spectral components are recombined, very complicated
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Pockels cell
(b) Frequency domain

TC3088

Fig. 50.1 1
There are two generic techniques for laser-beam
pulse shaping: (a) time-domain shaping uses a
tem~Orall~
current produce
a time-varying attenuation of the beam;
(b) frequency -domain shaping separatesthe pulse
into its spectral components, and then modifies
the relative amplitudes and phases of these
components to produce the spectral distribution
of the desired pulse shape.

phase mask

pulse shapes can, in principle, be produced. However, in order for the spectral
components to combine properly, generally both the amplitudes and phases must
be fashioned to an extremely high level of precision, since each spectral
component will affect the pulse throughout its entire temporal duration. Such
precision has been difficult to obtain, and as a result, this technique has been
applied only to relatively simple pulse shapes.
The pulse-shaping technique discussed here is a hybrid between the timedomain and frequency-domain approaches, and it uses the best features of each.
It has the advantage of the time-domain approach in that each temporal region
of the pulse is constructedrelatively independently of the other regions. However,
unlike time-domain shaping the pulse is not constructed using time-varying
electrical pulses but rather using static filters, which is one of the attractive
features of frequency-domain shaping. This hybrid approach is accomplished by
passing the beam through a device that causes temporal deflection of the light
(Fig. 50.12). When the beam is focused by a lens, the position of the focal point
will change in time as the beam is deflected, creating a one-to-one mapping
between time during the pulse and spatial position in the focal plane. Intensity
attenuation in a spatial region in the focal plane will then produce attenuation in
the corresponding temporal region of the pulse when the beam is returned to its
far-field position.
Pulse shaping by beam deflection has been previously examined using
electro-optic prisms to produce the d e f l e ~ t i o nHere
. ~ we use SBD to produce the
beamdeflection. Thisresultsin greaterflexibility and potentially higherresolution.
For example, SBD is sufficiently flexible that it can directly accommodate the
option of pulse compression to produce shaped subpicosecond pulses. Also, with
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S B D can map the beam's temporal
variation into a spatial variation.

Fig. 50.12
Spectral beamdeflection (SBD)maps a beam's
temporal variation into a spatial variation by

a small extension of the pulse-shaping configuration, SBD will allow temporal
changes of the beam size as well as changes of the beam location within the
aperture (including the production of multiple beams within the same aperture).
meansofwhole-beamdeflection~Thedeflection Finally, the time-to-space mapping produced by beam deflection has been
is producedby coarse dispersion a frequency proposed for constructing an optical streak camera to measure the temporal pulse
chirp that was imposed upon the beam.
shape of a laser
A more general configuration, based on SBD, is
discussed here.

Description of Spectral Beam Deflection
The method for achieving beam deflection with the SBD pulse-shaping
technique is illustrated in Fig. 50.12. Starting with a generic pulse, the first step
is to impose phase-modulated bandwidthupon the beam such that the instantaneous
frequency (time derivative of the phase) is changing monotonically throughout
the pulse. This assigns to each point in timeduring the pulse aunique characteristic
spectral frequency. The required modulation bandwidth is typically 10-100
times the Fourier-limited bandwidth of the desired pulse shape. (The higher the
bandwidth, the greater the possible temporal resolution). Two methods of
bandwidth generation are currently under investigation. One approach is to pass
the beam through an electro-optic (E-0) modulator driven by microwaves. The
modulation frequency and phase are chosen so that a half cycle, containing the
extremes of the bandwidth, encompasses the pulse, with the central frequency at
(or near) the peak of the pulse. After the pulse shaping, excess bandwidth can in
principle be removed by passing the beam through a modulator a second time,
but 180" out of phase. The second approach being considered for bandwidth
generation is to chirp the pulse by passing it through an optical fiber. This
approach has been used extensively for pulse compression to generate
subpicosecond laser pulses. It has the advantage of centering the frequency chirp
around the peak of the pulse without requiring the synchronization needed for an
E - 0 modulator. The disadvantage is that the bandwidth cannot be removed
(except by using a properly synchronized E - 0 modulator), and also the early
and late parts of the pulse might not be properly chirped and could require
some truncation.
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Deflection of the beam is now achieved using a diffraction grating. Each point
in the pulse will be deflected in a direction determined by a small spectral range
around the instantaneous frequency of the phase-modulated bandwidth. When
the beam is focused, the deflection will cause each region of the pulse to be
mapped into a unique region in the focal plane (Fig. 50.12). (This technique was
applied in Ref. 9 for application to an optical streak camera.) There will be some
spatial overlap of neighboring temporal regions because of the finite spot size of
the beam, the beam's intrinsic bandwidth, and because of spectral components
that are common to both temporal regions. The amount of overlap determines the
resolution of this technique.
Spectral separation of the bandwidth in the focal plane of a lens is very
suggestive of the frequency-domain pulse-shaping approach [Fig. 50.1 1(b)].
However, there is one important difference. Frequency-domain shaping requires
high spectral resolution, and it has been applied to situations where the pulse is
bandwidth limited (i.e., the spectrum is dominated by the amplitude variation of
the beam). In that situation there is no direct relationship between a frequency
interval and a temporal range in the pulse, and both the phase and amplitude must
be shaped very precisely in order for the spectral components to recombine into
the required pulse shape. (Specifically, it is the Fourier transform of the pulse that
must be shaped.) For SBD, the bandwidth is chosen sufficiently large that the
spectrum is dominated by the phase modulation, and an"instantaneous" frequency
relating time and space is well determined. In the focal plane there is a
sufficiently large spectral overlap that a close correspondence between time and
instantaneous frequency can be maintained. The result of the spectral dispersion
with SBD is predominantly whole-beam deflection. Because of the direct spacetime mapping, the pulse shape itself is constructed and not its Fourier transform.
Only amplitude attenuation, and not phase modification, is required. The E - 0
modulator and grating combination used for SBD is similar to the configuration
used for the beam-smooching technique known as smoothing by spectral
dispersion (SSD). lo ~ndeed,in some SSD configurations, whole-beam deflection
has been observed.
An alternate method for producing temporal beam deflection is to use an
electro-optic prism.7 The advantage of the technique proposed here is that the
phase-modulated bandwidth and the beam deflection are produced by two
separate components. This results in considerably more flexibility, and it allows
each component to be separately optimized to maximize its effect. With the E - 0
prism, beam deflection must be imposed electro-optically, and it can only be
removed by passing the beam a second time through a properly synchronized
E - 0 prism. With SBD, pulse shaping can be performed using totally passive
optical components for those applications that do not require removal of the
bandwidth, thus avoiding the complications of synchronization with the pulse.
The bandwidth can be imposed with an optical fiber, and the deflection is
imposed and removed with diffraction gratings. For applications that do require
bandwidth removal or if there are advantages for imposing the bandwidth
electro-optically rather than with a fiber, then SBD will require the same level
of synchronization as the E - 0 prism. However, there are still advantages to
separating the E - 0 component from the deflection component as done in SBD.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS

First, the diffraction gratings used with SBD can generate considerably more
angular dispersion than prisms, producing a greater amount of deflection in the
focal plane of a lens. Second, multiple-pass configurations can be optimized for
each component separately for increasing either the bandwidth or the dispersion
or both. Third, the beam size can be chosen optimally for each component: it is
easiest to impose E-0 modulation on a small beam whereas high spectral
resolution is obtained with a large beam. Finally, the same bandwidth that is
imposed for SBD can also be used for additional modifications of the beam, such
as changing the beam size during the pulse, as discussed in the next section.
Applications of SBD
We consider four applications of spectral beam deflection: (1) pulse shaping;
(2) combining pulse shaping with pulse stretching (and compression);
(3) changing the beam size and shape during the pulse; and (4) measuring the
beam intensity as a function of time (optical streak camera).

1. Pulse Shaping
Pulse shaping is accomplished by placing attenuation filters in the focal plane
where the beam's temporal variation has been mapped into a spatial variation
(Fig. 50.13). The spatial variation of the attenuation is the same as the desired
temporal shape, except for a scale adjustment to account for any nonlinearity in
the space-time mapping. (For sinusoidal E-0 modulation, the space variable x in
the focal plane and time variable tare related by x sin om(,where om/2?cis the
oscillation frequency of the modulator. Since the modulation frequency is
chosen such that there is less than 112 of a cycle across the pulse, with the center
frequency at the center of the pulse, this mapping is single valued.) The
amplitude attenuation can be performed by separate filters for each individual
pulse shape, or by a general two-dimensional addressable array of liquid-crystal
polarizer elements that can be modified electronically. Modulators made from
liquid-crystal display cells have been used for phase modification." They can
also be used for amplitude attenuation by inducing a polarization rotation
followed by a polarizing analyzer.

-

Fig. 50.13
SBD pulse shaping is a hybrid between timedomain and fquency-domain shaping. Spatial
amplitudeattenuationfollowsthetemporalshape
of the beam. (Phase modification is not required.)

mask
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After the spectral encoding and filtration, the beam is recollimated with a lens
and the spectral dispersion is removed with a second grating. At this point,
temporal pulse shaping has been achieved. In general, only a small fraction of the
encoded bandwidth has been used to shape the pulse, and the remainder is still
in the form of phase modulation. The following options are available for
continued manipulation of the beam:
(a) If the excess bandwidth remaining on the beam is too large (as can happen
for a frequency-tripled laser that has a narrow bandwidth acceptance for
high-efficiency frequency conversion), then amajority of the bandwidth
can be removed by passing the beam through an E - 0 modulator a second
time operating at the same frequency and modulation index but 180' out
of phase.
(b) The bandwidth can be used for other applications such as beam-size
shaping.

2. Combining Pulse Shaping with Pulse Stretching
Pulse shaping by SBD can be further enhanced by combining it with the
option of pulse stretching or compressing. This is illustrated schematically in
Fig. 50.14. The double-grating technique of changing the pulse width for a
~ ? 'it~
chirped pulse has been used extensively in picosecond e ~ ~ e r i m e n t s , 'but
can be used for multi-nanosecond pulses. This technique can be useful when a
variety of different pulse widths are required, and it is not convenient to
constantly modify the laser oscillator to generate the different pulses. In this case,
the oscillator would produce a Gaussian pulse with always the same width. The
pulse would be chirped with the quasi-linear portion of sinusoidal E-Omodulation;
the direction of the chirp will be chosen according to whether the pulse is to be
compressed or stretched.

chirp
pulse
Pulse '

Fig. 50.14
A two-grating configuration can be used to stretch (or compress) the beam prior to
SBD shaping.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS

By passing the beam through the double-grating configuration, the pulse can,
in principle, be stretched from say 100 ps to several nanoseconds or compressed
to picoseconds. For multi-nanosecond stretching, it may be necessary to pass
through the gratings several times to achieve the required time delay. The
number of passes is determined by the bandwidth, the grating dispersion, and the
distance between gratings. After a large number of passes, it might be necessary
to amplify the beam to compensate for grating losses. With a linear chirp, the
pulse will maintain a Gaussian temporal profile.
For a proper adjustment of the distance between the gratings, the resulting
pulse will remain linearly chirped, though the direction of the chirp can be
reversed. This same chirp can now be used with SBD to shape the pulse. No
additional bandwidth is required.
Pulse shaping within the double-grating configuration has been previously
e ~ a m i n e d . ' ~ . ' ~In. ' ~general, it will provide less temporal resolution than
shaping separately by SBD.

3.

Fig. 50.15
~h~ beam size and shape can be varied during
the pulse by using cylindrical lenses to focus the
beam. This gives access to one dimension of the
beam for modification as a function of time.

Beam-Size Shaping
The beam size, shape, and position within the aperture can be changed as a
function of time by a small variation of the previously mentioned pulse-shaping
technique. Instead of using circular lenses to focus the beam, cylindrical lenses
are used as illustrated in Fig. 50.15. This allows access in the focal plane to one
spatial dimension of the beam as a function of time. By using attenuation filters
this dimension can be shaped in time. Returning to the near field the beam is
recollimated and the spectral dispersion is removed by a grating. To modify the
second dimension of the beam, the beam is passed through a grating oriented to
disperse the beam in the perpendicular direction, and the process is repeated.
Note that all this manipulation uses the same phase-modulated bandwidth; the
bandwidth has to be encoded only once.

E-0
modulator

(Focal plane)

i Repeat with i
Temporally varying
beam shape

TC302 1

:dispersion in !
perpendicular:
;direction
;
1
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Optical Streak Camera
The time history of the pulse can be measured by placing a photosensitive
device such as film in the focal plane where the beam has been deflected and is
spatially displayed. If no other bandwidth has been placed on the beam besides
that used for beam deflection and if the intrinsic bandwidth of the pulse is small,
then the measuring device can simply be placed in the focal plane of the
configuration in Fig. 50.12 (see also Ref. 9). However, if the beam is to be
measured after additional bandwidth has been placed on it, such as bandwidth
used for beam smoothing, then in general there would no longer be a one-to-one
relationship between time during the pulse and spatial position in the focal plane.
To accommodate this situation, the configuration in Fig. 50.16 could be used.
4.

The configuration of gratings and E-0 modulators shown in Fig. 50.16
accomplishes two goals: (1) any bandwidth on the beam prior to the first grating
in the figure will not contribute to the beam deflection and (2) the modulators are
not required to be synchronized with the peak of the pulse. It is straightforward
to show that the gratings have no effect on any bandwidth that was not imposed
by the two modulators. For pre-existing bandwidth the first grating will disperse
the bandwidth in then. direction; the second grating will remove that dispersion.
Similarly, the third grating will disperse the beam in they direction, but the fourth
grating will remove the dispersion. Only bandwidth imposed by the modulators
will be dispersed.

x-direction
y-direction

fl

risperse

Y

Disperse

Avo

Correct

Avo, A v ,

Disperse
Av7

I

Fig. 50.16
An optical streak camera can be constructed using SBD. The gratings before and after
each modulator assure that only the bandwidth imposed by that modulator will be
deflected in the specified direction.
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Bandwidth imposed by the first modulator will be dispersed in thex direction
by the second grating, and then in they direction by the third grating. But the
y-direction dispersion is removed by the fourth grating, leaving this bandwidth
dispersed only in the x direction. Bandwidth imposed by the second modulator
will be dispersed only in the y direction by the fourth grating. Thus, when the
beam is focused, it will trace out a pattern that includes deflection in both the
x and y directions,determinedonlyby the bandwidth from the two E-0 modulators.
For sinusoidal modulation, the beam will be deflectedin a circle in the focal plane
if the two bandwidths and modulation frequencies are equal, and if the relative
phase differs by 90". In general, any Lissajous pattern can be created.
The relative phase between the bandwidth imposed by the two modulators
will vary across the beam because of time delays introduced by the second and
third gratings. (This is the same kind of time delay that produces color cycling
in SSD.) Thus, different parts of the beam can trace different patterns in the focal
plane, and there will not be aunique "streak" for the entire beam. This effect can
be small if the grating delay time is small compared to the modulation time of the
bandwidth. Otherwise, it will be necessary to pass the beam through an aperture
to isolate a portion of the beam for which the phase difference between the
bandwidths is relatively constant.
It is not necessary to synchronize the modulators with respect to the peak of
the pulse. The only constraint is that the modulation time should be longer than
the pulse width so that the pulse will be displayed before the trace repeats itself.
The position of the pulse in the focal plane will depend on the phase of the peak
of the pulse, but it will not affect measurement of the beam's intensity variation
as a function of time.

Examples of Pulse Shaping by SBD
Pulse shaping by SBD was modeled numerically. The bandwidth was
decomposed into its spectral components. The spot size in the focal plane was
taken into consideration when calculatingthe attenuation through the filter in the
focal plane. The calculation includes the effects on shaping resolution based on
spatial overlap of different spectral components and the effects of finite focalspot size. The attenuated spectral distribution was recombined to determine the
resulting waveform.
In the followingexamples, we consider the case where the focal-spot size was
about 1/50 of the size of the beam-deflection region in the focal plane. We then
find the amount of bandwidth required to achieve different pulse shapes.
The first example, Fig. 50.17, shows an attempt to numerically construct a
high-order, l-ns superGaussian pulse (the dashed line) using SBD. Figure
50.17(a) shows the effect of using only a small amount of bandwidth, 0.5 Alns.
The shaped pulse is fairly well contained in the I-ns region, but interference
between different spectral components has produced intensity oscillations. As
the bandwidth is increased in Figs. 50.17(b) and 50.17(c), the superGaussian
shape is more clearly reproduced. The increased bandwidth makes the mapping
between time and space more accurate so that in the focal plane there is less
spatial overlap between different temporal regions.
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When the pulse shape is more gently rising, adequate resolution is obtained
Fig. 50.17
A numerical simulation of SBD (solid line) to with less bandwidth. This is illustrated in Fig. 50.18 for a 7-11s pulse that could
cons@uctahigh-order, l-nssu~erGaussian~ulse be used for laser-fusion experiments. Here only 2 A is required. In the other
is extreme a more steeply rising pulse requires a higher bandwidth. Figure 50.19
(dashed line).
bandwidth (a)
localized, but the time-space mapping is shows the result of constructing a 250-ps superGaussian pulse. A bandwidth of
not sufficiently accurate to prevent interference
20 A was required to produce a rise time of -1 5 ps per decade, over four decades.
between spectral components that produce
intensity modulations. For higher bandwidth (c)
The effect of removing the bandwidth was also modeled by adding E-0
greater temporal resolution is obtained. A laser
bandwidth 180" out of phase. In all cases it was possible to eliminate or greatly
wavelength of I pm was used, and the beamdeflection length in the focal plane is 50 times reduce all excess bandwidth.
larger than the focal-spot diameter.

TC307 I

Time (ps)

Fig. 50.18
For more gently rising pulses, less bandwidth is needed compared to Fig. 50.17.
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Fig. 50.19
For faster-rising pulses than in Fig. 50.17, larger
bandwidth is required. A bandwidth of -20 A
was required to produce a rise time of 15 ps/
decade over a range of four decades.

Summary
Spectral beam deflection (SBD) is a very flexible technique for producing
whole-beam deflection. This technique can provide a high-resolution mapping
between time during the pulse and spatial position in the focal plane of a lens.
Operating in the focal plane, we have the opportunity to modify the beam's
temporal characteristics, using static amplitude filters, or to measure the beam's
time history.
Four applications of SBD have been examined: ( I ) pulse shaping,
(2) combining beam stretching with pulse shaping, (3) beam-size shaping, and
(4) adesign for an optical streakcamera. Pulse shaping was modeled numerically
to determine the effects on resolution from spectral overlap of different temporal
regions and from spatial overlap caused by the finite spot size of the beam in the
focal plane.
These techniques could be applied to several different areas. Spectral beam
deflection can be used wherever laser scanning is required for illuminating
objects and for reading and writing information very rapidly. Beam-size shaping
might be used in machining or surgery for precision illumination of different
portions of an object for different amounts of time. Precision pulse shaping could
be used in optical-signal-processing applications.
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l.C

Measuring Laser-Plasma X-Ray Emission
Using Photodiode Arrays
Traditionally, in laser-fusion and laser-plasrra research. film has been used in xray diagnostics to record the integrated x-ray flux. The advantages of film are its
low cost and relative simplicity of use. Photodiode arrays (PDA's), although
more complex, offer the advantages of nearly instantaneous results, high
sensitivity, stability of response, and in principle are easy to calibrate. A PDA,
manufactured by Hughes Aircraft in Carlsbad, CA, incorporated into a pinhole
camera, has been used to image laser-plasma x rays. The readout electronics
weredevelopedat the SpaceScience Laboratory andexperiments were performed
on the University of Rochester's OMEGA target chamber.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS

X-ray imaging and x-ray spectroscopy are used in laser-fusion research to
diagnose conditions in the targets. Examples of imaging diagnostics are pinhole
cameras, Kirkpatrick-Baez microscopes, and Wolter microscopes. X-ray spectra
can be obtained with various crystal or grating-dispersed spectrometers. The
x-ray flux from these diagnostics can be recorded directly with film or by a solidstate imaging array such as a PDA, or a charged-coupled device (CCD). PDA's
are more able to withstand the high instantaneous flux levels present in laserfusion experiments and are therefore more appropriate for use in direct x-ray
detection. X rays can also be recorded indirectly. Indirect detectionis accomplished
by allowing the x rays to impinge on a phosphor screen or a photocathode. If a
phosphor alone is used, then visible-light photons aregenerated and subsequently
detected. If a photocathode is used, then photoelectrons are generated.
Photocathodes allow image-intensification techniques to be used. CCD's are
often more appropriate for use in indirect imaging diagnostics since they have
higher ultimate sensitivity because of their lower inherent noise.
If high spatial resolution is required, then direct detection of x rays is often
necessary. This is a result of the limited resolution obtainable with phosphors or
photocathodes (> 100 pm is typical). In such a case, film or a solid-state array can
spatially resolve the x-ray flux. The solid-state array, although considerably
more complex and more expensive than film, offers the advantages of nearly
instantaneous results, high sensitivity, and stability of response. BothPDA's and
CCD's can be obtained with pixel sizes of -20 pm and, therefore, comparable
spatial resolution. If higher spatial resolution is needed, then film is still the only
medium available since resolutions of better than 5 pm can be easily obtained
with the finer-grained x-ray film.
A demonstration of the direct detection of x rays has been performed with a
hybrid Hughes PDA-readout chip combination. The applicability of the
photodiode arrays manufactured by EG&G Reticon is also examined.

Detector Sensitivity
The photodiode array has a dynamic range limited at the lower end by the
background noise and at the higher end by the well depth of the diode. The
sources of noise in PDA's are thermal, readout, and pattern n0ise.l Both the
thermal electron noise and the readout noise are functions of temperature and so
can be minimized by cooling the array. Since they have been extensively
characterized, the Reticon S series are used as a point of comparison. Allinson
et a1.l have shown that for the Reticon RL1024SF PDA, a practical lower limit
to the total noise is 400 e-. The well depth of the RL1024SF is 9 x lo7 e- yielding
a theoretical dynamic range of 2 x lo5 or 107 dB. As configured by EG&G
Princeton Applied Research in the x-ray OMA I11 system, each photosite has a
clear aperture of 25 pm x 2.0 mm and is covered with a 127-pm-thick Be light
shield. The useful range of detectable x-ray flux levels can best be described by
expressing the flux in units of energy-per-unit area. Since the energy per
electron-hole pair in silicon is 3.7 eV, the well depth yields a maximum storable
ergs. Taken over the full aperture
energy per readout of 3.3 x lo8 eV or 5.3 x
of the PDA this would yield a maximum detectable flux level of I. I x 10-I ergs/
cm2. However, anarrower aperture could be used in front of the array to increase
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the maximum detectable flux level while the actual stored charge remained the
same. As an example, a 25-ym aperture would allow detection of flux levels up
to 8.5 x 10' ergs/cm2. The minimum detectable flux level in the context of laser
fusion (where all photons are counted simultaneously) is restricted to be
approximately greater than 1 photon per pixel. At 8 keV and using the full
aperture of the PDA, this corresponds to a flux of 2.6 x
ergs/cm2. So, by
choosing the aperture appropriately, flux levels from 2.6 x lop5 to 8.5 x 10' ergs/
cm2 could be measured.
Two films commonly used for detecting laser-plasma x rays are Kodak 2495
and Kodak DEF. These have been characterized for their response to x rays by
~ e n k e .DEF
~ . ~is the more sensitive over the range from 1 to 10 keV. Goodman
ct
have compared the sensitivity of the OMA I11 PDA system to DEF. They
find that the PDA has a useful dynamic range seven times greater than DEF film
and has greatly superior low-flux performance.

Fig. 50.20
Schematic of the x-ray pinhole camera system
as deployed on the OMEGA target chamber.

Experiments
Experiments were camed out with a pinhole camera attached to the OMEGA
laser target chamber. The detector was a Si photodiode array of 256 x 256 pixels,
30 ym on a side, with a 300-ym-thick depletion layer. The diode was indiumbump bonded to a Hughes readout device5 and the signal measured with custom,
double-correlated, sample-and-holdelectronics.6~igure
50.20 shows a schematic
of the arrangement used for these experiments. The detector was in its own
vacuum housing, separated from the OMEGA chamber by a thin Be window
(100 ym thick). A gate valve was placed between the detector housing and the
OMEGA chamber so that the detector could be installed and removed while the
OMEGA target chamber was under vacuum. A 10-pm-diam pinhole laser drilled
into a 25-ym-thick tantalum foil was used to image the x-ray emission. The
pinhole array was placed at a distance of 19.0 cm from the target while the
detector was placed at a distance of 95.0 cm from the pinhole array yielding a
magnification of 5.0.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS

Timing of the detector readout was accomplished by sending a trigger signal
to the readout electronics 45 ms before the laser shot. The readout cycle
consisted of four full-frame readouts. The laser shot occurred during the second
frame readout. Since the duration of the subsequent x-ray emission was short
(- 1 ns), the frame was effectively recorded during the time of one pixel readout.
Consequently, the image was recorded in the last part of frame 2 and the first part
of frame 3. Frames 1 and 4 sampled the before and after shot background. The
final background-corrected image was produced by adding frames 2 and 3 and
subtracting frames 1 and 4. The before and after background frames were
examined for differences caused by incomplete recovery by the detector. No
significant differences were seen.
Figure 50.21(a) shows an image obtained on a target shot where the beams
were all surface focused. The target was an 800-pm-diam polystyrene sphere
with a I - ~ m - g o l dovercoat. ['The purpose of this target shot was to verify
OMEGA beam targeting before beginning uniform or overlapping beam
illumination of smaller (-250-pm-diam) targek7] Figure 50.2 I(b) shows an xray image of the target taken by the nearest film-recording pinhole camera. This
camera was located directly below the PDA detector on the target-chamber
sphere. The x-ray emission regions produced by the focused OMEGA beams
(beam spots) appear rotated downward on the PDA image relative to their
locations on the film-recorded image. Note also that during the time of these
experiments one beam was transported to the target through an auxiliary focus
lens. The x-ray spot from this beam appears along the equator of the filmrecorded image at the right side [Fig. 50.21(b)]. This same spot appears -45"
clockwise from the apparent equator and near the limb of the target image [Fig.
50.2 1(a)]. The beam spot at the top of the PDA image shows an apparent break
in the emission. This is a result of the emission being partially obscured by the
stalk. This is not seen on the film-recorded image since no beam spots seen from
that view are obscured by the stalk. The relative size of the beam spots appears
larger than the size of those seen with the film because of the much higher
sensitivity of the PDA, enabling the weaker emission from the edges of the beam
spots to be detected by the PDA but not by the film. The centers of the PDA image
appear uniform because the x-ray emission creates a saturated signal. [The
Hughes array has a much lower well depth (lo6 e-) than that of the Reticon PDA
previously discussed.]

'.

.. .

Fig. 50.21
X-ray images of an OMEGA pointing shot:
(a) from the PDA-recording pinhole camera;
(b) from a film-recording pinhole camera.

. .
.. ..
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Conclusions
Photodiode arrays provide the experimentalist with an x-ray detection medium
that is more sensitive than film and has a larger dynamic range than film. They
are appropriate for use in imaging or spectroscopic diagnostics of laser-plasma
x rays. This has been demonstrated with the Hughes PDA attached to an x-ray
pinhole camera deployed on the University of Rochester's OMEGA laser target
chamber.
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l.D

Ionization of Atoms with Intense, Linearly and
Circularly Polarized, Picosecond Laser Pulses
Current high-power lasers can produce focused intensities in which the electric
field is comparable to that which binds an atomic electron (-lo9 Vlcm). Under
these conditions, the externally applied field cannot be treated as a small
perturbation of the atomic system. The atomic- and laser-field systems must be
considered together, opening an interesting new regime of atomic-physics
research. An atom exposed to these strong fields becomes severely distorted and
can undergo rapid ionization. The goal of this research is to study the response
of atoms and ions to these extreme conditions.
A difficulty with experiments measuring the ionization of atoms and ions with
high-intensity lasers has been the uncertainty in the absolute intensity, which is
often a factor of 2. This makes a comparison between theoretical predictions and
experimental results somewhat imprecise and can make it difficult to distinguish
different ionization mechanisms. On the other hand, the relative (shot-to-shot)
laser intensity can be measured with significantly higher precision, perhaps
+20% or better. Thus, comparisons between experimental results and theoretical
predictions are facilitated by dependence upon the relative rather than absolute
measurements of the laser intensity.

I

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS

This article presents results of experiments comparing the intense field
ionization of Xe and Ne atoms with linearly and circularly polarized, picosecond
laser pulses. In a previously reported work, the ionization of noble gases was
measured using a 1-ps, 1-pm wavelength laser with intensities up to mid1016 w/cm2 ~ithlinear~olarization.~~~
It was found that the ionization threshold
intensity of different charge states scaled as E~,$/z~ and that classical, fieldinduced ionization [barrier suppression ionization (BSI)] could best explain the
experimental results over the large range of ion species measured. It was also
found that a complex-atom, tunneling-ionization model of Ammosov, Delone,
and Krainov ( A D K ) ~could also explain the ionization of Xe and Kr, though it
did not work quite as well for the lighter noble gases. By comparing the
ionization with linearly and circularly polarized laser light, we are able to
distinguish between the two theories and find that the tunneling theory (ADK)
provides a more accurate description of the relative ion production for the two
polarizations.

Experimental Observations
The laser used for these experiments is based on the chirped-pulse-amplification
. ~ ~ ~laser systems
technique and has been described in detail e l ~ e w h e r e CPA
allow the production of high-power, ultrashort pulses in solid-state lasing
media.6 A laser pulse from a mode-locked oscillator is frequency chirped,
temporally expanded in a fiber, and further stretched in time by an expansion
grating pair. The longer pulse allows more energy to be extracted from the
subsequent amplifier system than would be by a short pulse. After amplification,
the pulse is compressed by a grating pair to picosecond or subpicosecond
duration. There is a resulting increase in power by a factor equal to the chirp ratio
(i.e., the stretched-pulse duration divided by the compressed-pulse duration).
The chirping in the fiber, the compression and expansion grating pairs, and the
chirp ratio are well described in Refs. 7-10.
For these experiments the compressed pulse was focused to a maximum
intensity of approximately 1 x 1015w/cm2 by a 20-cm focal-length lens located
inside avacuum chamber. The chamber was backfilled with either xenon or neon
Torr. A time-of-flight ion
to a known pressure between 5 x 1W8 and 5 x
spectrometer was used to separate the ion species. The spectrometer has an
extraction voltage of 800 V/cm and a drift tube length of 60 cm. The ion detector
is a dual microchannel plate typically operated at 2 keV for maximum gain. The
ion signal is digitized with a 100-MHz transient digitizer (Kinetic Systems 4030)
and the signals are stored digitally. Analysis of the spectra consists of integrating
the various ion peaks to find the number of ions in each peak. The ion number
for each laser shot is then plotted versus the incident laser intensity. A data run
consists of taking approximately 150 laser shots at each of three different backfill
pressures. The data taken at the highest intensities for linear polarization were
taken with extra wire grids placed in the spectrometer to reduce the transmission
efficiency. The use of different backfill pressures and the addition of the wire
grids are necessary to avoid detector saturation for large ion number. Since
the spectrometer efficiency is known, the data can be scaled to account for
these changes.
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Data were taken using both linearly and circularly polarized light. The
experiments with linear polarization were performed with a quarter-wave plate
in the beam that was set for zero retardation. When circular polarization was
required, the wave plate was rotated by 45". This ensures that any distortion in
the wavefront or energy attenuation that might be introduced by the wave plate
is present for both polarizations.

A comparison of the production of singly ionized xenon and neon for linearly
and circularly polarized light is shown in Fig. 50.22. In the case of circular
polarization an intensity increase of about 1.7f0.1 is required to produce the
same number of xenon ions as in the linear polarization case, and a factor of
1.5f0.1 is required for neon.

i
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Fig. 50.22
comparison of the production of Xe+ and Ne+
ions for linearly and circularly polarized light.
The laser pulse length is 1.9 ps.
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Theoretical Predictions
Experiments involving the interaction of atoms with intense laser fields have
traditionally been divided into two regimes: multiphoton and tunneling. In the
former, laser ionization can be described by perturbation theory, while in the
latter, ionization can be described as an ac-tunneling process. These regimes can
be quantitatively differentiated by introducing the Keldysh y parameter11
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where E is the ionization potential of the atom or ion and is the ponderomotive
potential of the laser. The ponderomotive potential is equal to the average kinetic
energy of an electron oscillating in a laser field. The multiphoton regime has
traditionally corresponded to y,, 1 with y << 1 corresponding to the tunneling
regime. In the tunneling regime, the electric field can be treated with a quasistatic approximation.
We have recent1y reported studies of ionization in the tunneling regime of five
where a comparison between our data and
noble gases using the T~
various theoretical models for photoionization was made. Two theories agreed
well with the experimental data. Both of these are explicitly based on a quasistatic model of the laser field.
BSI is a simple, one-dimensional model of i ~ n i z a t i o n ' ~based
'~
on the
superposition of the Coulomb potential and a quasi-static laser field. The
threshold intensity for ionization (Ilh) is defined as the intensity at which the peak
electric field allows the bound electron to escape without tunneling and is
= ~ ~ / ( z2)
1 6 in atomic units, where Z is the charge state of the atom or ion
after ionization.
We have defined an experimental threshold intensity for ionization to be that
intensity at which the ionization probability in the pulse is approximately 1 %.
Figure 50.23 shows a comparison of the experimental and BSI ionization
threshold intensities. As can be seen, there is good agreement between the model
and the experiment over three orders of magnitude in laser intensity.

i
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.

Fig. 50.23

Comparison of the measured threshold intensity
for ionization of various charge states of a noble
gas with the BSI predictions (from Ref. 1).
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The ADK model3 is an extension of the 3-dimensional (3-D) dc-tunneling
model. The 3-D, dc-tunneling model supplies the tunneling ionization rate for a
hydrogen atom in a static electric field and is given by13,'4

Perelomov et a1.15 introduced an atomic shell dependence and an oscillatory
electric field to this model, resulting in an ionization rate of

where the factor f is given by

" ~(3) results from averagingover one period
The term [3& n ( 2 ~ ) ~ ' ~in ]Eq.
of the laser, and for the laser parameters discussed here, it is typically of order
1 0 ~ ' Atomic
.
structure is introduced through the factors f(1, m) and Cn*1, but
Perelomov et a1.I5 did not derive an expression for the C,,*['s. Ammosov et
extended the theory by deriving an approximate expression for the C,*,'s. This
was accomplished by joining the asymptotic wave function of the free electron
with the quasiclassical radial wave function of a bound electron.13 The initial
atomic or ionic state is described by the effective principal quantum number n*,
the orbital angular momentum, and the magnetic quantum numbers 1and m. A
species-dependent ionization rate results from this inclusion of n* in the theory.
The expression for Cn*1is given by Ammosov as3

where e = 2.71828 .... For ionization rate calculations, we have used the ground
state values16 for n* and 1 and a summation over the degenerate m states.
Equation (3) is an approximation valid in the limits n* >> 1, E~,,,, <<
and WL << E. The validity of the ADK is expected to improve as n* increases, and
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larger n* occurs for heavier atoms and higher charge states. Thus, the agreement
is expected to be best for xenon and worst for helium.
It was found that ADK and BSI theories both predict the correct spacing for
all charge states observed (E4/z2dependence), but the fit between the ADK
theory and the data from the lighter noble gases (helium. neon, and argon) had
an absolute error in the threshold intensities of 2 or less.2 The agreement with
ADK improved for increasing atomic number since n* is also increasing, and the
slope of the ion curve for low ion number agrees with the experiment better than
the BSI theory. It should be noted that the absolute error in threshold intensities
that ADK predicts forthe lighter noble gasesis never larger than the experimental
uncertainty present in our absolute intensity measurements (a factor of 2), but it
is larger than the relative uncertainty.

Circular versus Linear Polarization
Both BSI and ADK models of ionization depend on the strength of theelectric
field. For linearly polarized light, the electric field oscillates in time, ~ ( t=)
el cos at,and is related to the intensity as!, = q2,whereas for circularly polarized
light, the electric field has a constant amplitude and is related to the intensity as
I, = 2.:E In this section, the intensity dependence of the two ionization models
is considered by comparing the relative field strengths at which linear and
circular polarization give the same ionization rates. At the same ionization rate
linear and circular polarization will yield the same number of ions.
Classical field ionization (BSI) depends only on the strength of the electric
field and is independent of the oscillatory nature of the field as long as the
oscillation frequency is much less than the atomic orbital frequency. Thus for
BSI, one expects a factor-of-2 increase in intensity for ionization by circular
polarization compared to linear, to produce the same number of ions.
For tunneling ionization, the picture is a little more complicated. At the same
intensity, the field strength for circular polarization is & smaller than that for
linear; this reduces the tunneling rate. On the other hand, the circularly polarized
field is on continuously; thus, the static field rate

rather than the time averaged rate (Eq. 3), is applicable. The omission of the
~ ~ ~ the
] intensity
~ ~ ~ difference to less
averaging term 3E / n ( 2 ~ ) decreases
than a factor of . By comparing the linear and circular ionization rates in the
intensity ranges of the experiments, we find that the intensity required to ionize
Xe atoms should be a factor of 1.6M. 1 times higher for circular polarization than
for linear and a factor of 1.5tO.1 for Ne atoms, which is consistent with the
experimental results.

1
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Conclusions
In a previous experiment, it was found that both BSI and ADK could be used
to explain the high-field ionization of noble gases.2 Both theories show a
E ~ ~dependence
~ ~ / zin the
~ ionization thresholds of the charge states within the
absolute uncertainty in the laser intensity, although ADK systematically
underestimated the ionization rate for the lighter noble gases. By comparing
ionization with circular and linear polarization, it is found that the ADK
tunneling model produces good agreement with the experimental results, while
BSI overestimates the required circularly polarized intensity.
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1.E

Femtosecond Nonlinearities and Hot-Carrier
Dynamics in GaAs

The properties of hot carriers are determined primarily by the electronic band
structureof the host material and camer-lattice and carrier-carrierinteractionstopics that have historically been of sustained interest in solid-state physics.
Because of the continuing size reduction of conventionalsemiconductor devices
and the emergence of new devices based upon advanced growth techniques, the
study of hot-camer dynamics remains of importance. Current research on hotcarrier dynamics relies on optical techniques, often using light both as an injector
of relatively mono-energetic electrons and as a probe of the carrier distribution.
The advent of ultrashort laser pulses provides a very direct meansof investigating
hot-carrier relaxation and cooling processes with excellent temporal resolution.
Extensiveinvestigationsof hot-carrier dynamics in GaAs have been performed
using ultrafast spectroscopy.1-14 In this article, we present a new series of
studies of hot-carrier dynamics. The transient absorptive and refractive
nonlinearities of GaAs have been measured with a temporal resolution of less
than 100 fs. Various hot-camer processes and their influences on the ultrafast
optical response are discussed.

Techniques
We have used a copper-vapor, laser-amplified CPM laser to perform pumpprobe measurements on GaAs at room temperature. About 3% of the 75- to
100-fspulses at 620 nm is used as the pump beam. The remainder is focused onto
a jet of ethylene glycol, producing a white-light continuum, which is used as a
probe pulse. The probe wavelength is selected with interference filters over a
spectral region from 550 nm to 950 nm. The polarization of the pump and probe
pulses is orthogonal to reduce coherent artifacts.The intensity of the pump pulse
can be varied over nearly two orders of magnitude.
The time-resolved transmission T(t) and reflection R(t) are measured
simultaneously on a thin (<0.3-pm) intrinsic GaAs film obtained using a lift-off
technique15 and attached to a sapphire window. The absorption coefficient a(t)
and refractive index n(t) are then deduced from the measured T and R by
inversion of the Fabry-Perot formulae. The changes of refractive index An(t) are
also obtained by measuring the time-resolved differential reflection ARIR on
thick GaAs samples.13
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Results
I. Refractive-Index, Spectral-Hole Burning
For excitation of GaAs at 2 eV (620 nm), the electrons are initially injected
into the l- valley at the three distinct excess energies of 0.50 eV, 0.43 eV, and
0.15 eV, caused by transitions from the heavy-hole, light-hole, and split-off
valence bands with a relative strength of 42%, 42%, and 16%, respectively. The
transient decrease of absorption, caused by the nonthermal carrier distribution
generated after femtosecondexcitation, is characterized by an absorption spectral
hole near 2 e ~ .According
~ - ~to ~the Kramers-Kronig relation, the existence of
a spectral hole in the imaginary part of the refractive index (absorption) will
cause a spectral resonance in the change of a real part of the refractive index. We
have indeed observed this resonance around 2 eV, which we call refractiveindex, spectral-hole burning.13 Figure 50.24 shows our measurements of the
spectral dependence of the refractive-index change for N 2.5 x 10'' ~ m - As
~.
shown in Fig. 50.24(b), the spectral hole disappears quickly because a large
fraction of the electrons scatter to the X and L valleys and the rest thermalize
within the l- valley on a sub-100-fs time scale.

-

200+fs. Squares are the measured average values
for both a film and a bulk sample; circles are the
measured average values for a thin film. The
error bars are obtained from the standard
deviation of the measured values and a
conservative estimate of the uncertainty in carrier
density. A clear spectral resonance around
620 nm appears in (a).
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If the absorption spectral hole burned at t O+ followed the symmetric pump
spectrum around 620 nm (2 eV), we expect that the change of therefractive index
would be zero at 620 nm. However, our data clearly show that the zero change
of the refractive index is near 650 nm, and not at 620 nm. Furthermore,
measurements on the absorption changes also confirm that at t O,' IAal is larger
near 650 nm than at 620 nm, a result than can also be inferred from absomtion
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spectral-hole-burning measurements made around 620 nrn by others. 16Therefore,
on a time scale shorter than our temporal resolution, the initial excited carrier
"distribution" is strongly deformed and becomes spectrally asymmetric, and the
peak of the distribution appears to be red-shifted. The r-valley electrons excited
from the heavy-hole valence band by 2-eV photons can scatter to both X and
L valleys; by contrast, those electrons excited from the light-hole valence band
can only scatter to the L valley. Therefore, the electrons excited from the heavyhole valence band are more likely to be transferred to the satellite valleys than
those excited from the light-hole valence band. This "preferred" scattering
produces a deformation of the excited-carrier distribution. This process also
appears to be instantaneous within our temporal resolution because carriers
excited by the earlier part of the pump pulse have already started undergoing this
effect. Another effect, which was recently observed and termed "resonant
intervalley scattering" by Bigot et a1.,17 can also contribute to the ultrafast
deformation (shift) of the absorption spectral hole. Because of the vanishing
density of IX> states at the T-X transition point, the return of electrons from the
bottom of the X valley to the r valley is more probable, thereby enhancing the
concentration of electrons in the r valley near the transition point. We note that
the peak of the "trapped" electron distribution (-1.92 eV or 646 nm, 30 meV
below the X-valley minimum) is very close to the zero change of the refractiveindex spectral resonance. It is still not clear why this resonant process takes place
in -50 fs17 because an electron has to emit or absorb a phonon twice in order to
complete this process. Nevertheless, this explanation is supported by the
following facts: the shift has little carrier-density dependence; it does not appear3
or is very small18 when the spectral hole is burned below the L-valley minimum;
~
in which there is no intervalley scattering
it does not appear in I ~ P ,a' material
with 620-nm excitation; and An is nearly zero at the pump wavelength
(620 nm) at t 0+ for GaAs at low temperature (2 K ) ~ O when the T-X transition
is suppressed.

-

2.

Studies of the Initial Scattering Time
If pump-probe measurements are performed at the same wavelength, the
recovery of the bleaching measures the scattering rate of carriers from the
initially optically coupled states. Since An(t) measures the spectrally integrated
population change near the as-excited states, it is best to use Aa(t) to deduce the
initial scattering time. Figure 50.25 shows Aa(t) at 620 nm for various injectedcarrier densities.
We have developed a simplified model in which the initial fast bleaching is
modeled by two equations
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where No is the total injected-carrier density, N is the time-dependent camer
density in the excited states, llz, is an effective total scattering rate from the
(t) = Iprobe
(t) = sech2 (1.763 t/zp), and S(t) is the
initial excited states, Ipump
detected signal. If zT>> zp, the decay part of N(t) can be simply described by an
,
exponential with time constant z p However, w h e n z ~ - z ~asinourmeasurements,
N(t) does not have a simple form.

Fig. 50.25

Time evolution of A a at 620 nm for different
- : (A) 3.3 x 1018 cm-3, (B) 9.5 x 1017cm-3,
and (C) 3 x 1017~ m - ~ .

N

From Fig. 50.25, it is clear that the change of the signal is not governed by a
single decay process, but rather that a fast process is superimposed on a much
slower variation. It is important to note that the slow variation is rather different
at each carrier density. This result prevents the traces obtained for different
camer densities from being normalized by the amplitudes of their slow variations,
amethodused by other^.^ ow ever, at least for low canier densities (N< 5 x 1017
cmP3),the slow variation of Aa(t) is well described by an exponential decay. The
solidline shown in Fig. 50.26(a) is afit of the slow decay ofAa(t) forN- 3 x loi7
cmP3using Eqs. (1) and (2) with zp = 100 fs and zr;! = 2 ps. This slow component
is subtracted from the experimental trace to obtain the "effective" fast bleaching
component, as shown by a dotted line in Fig. 50.26(b). We then use Eqs. (1) and
(2) again to fit the fast bleaching. The solid line shown in Fig. 50.26(b) is the best
fit using z,, = 100 fs and 7 ~ =1 50 fs.
It is worth mentioning that only less than 35% of the total excited electrons
ever accumulate in the "as-excited" states; most of them have already scattered
away within the pulse width since 7 ~ 1 0.5 zp. After -200 fs, the split-off probe
makes a major contribution to Aa; it monitors the band filling and the cooling of
the r-valley electron distribution -150 meV above the conduction-band edge.
The fact that the split-off probe samples the Boltzmann "tail" for low camer
densities ( 4 x 1017 ~ m - is~ probably
)
responsible for the exponential decay of
the slow component.

-
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Fig. 50.26
(a) Measured time-resolved A a at 620 nm for
N 3 x 10'7 ~ m (dotted
- ~ line) and a fit (solid
line) for a slow decay with rp = 100 fs and
T T=
~ 2 ps; (b) The fast component (dotted line),
obtained by subtractinga slow component [solid
line in (a)] from the experimental curve [dotted
line in (a)], is compared to different fits with
Tp = 100 fs and T T ~= 50 fs (solid line), TT =
70 fs (dashed line), a n d T ~ =30 fs (dashed-dotted
line). The best fit is obtained using TTI = 50 fs.

-

Delay (fs)

At higher carrier densities, the slow component is rather complicated and the
simple fit described previously does not work well. However, information on the
initial effective scattering rate can be obtained by monitoring the peak value of
the transient spike of Acl(t) as a function of carrier density. Figure 50.27 plots
(~a,,, versus N. The weak sublinearity of the data indicates that zT decreases
little at higher camer densities: 2~ is reduced from -50 fs to -40 fs when
N increases from 3 x 1017 cmP3 to 7 x lo1* ~ m - The
~ . value of zT at high
N (-40 fs) is very close to the values obtained by other groups with a three-timecomponent fit2,9or a similar two-time-component fit.21

I

We now consider the microscopic origin of the ultrafast initial scattering time.
The contributions by electrons excited from the heavy-hole, light-hole, and splitoff valence bands all need to be considered. Intervalley scattering is a very
important process, and its rate is currently under investigation.22 Recently
Zollner et
introduced the concept of an effective intervalley deformation
potential (IDP) in which the contribution of the TA phonons is included in a
temperature-dependent IDP for LO-phonon scattering. If we use values of
Zollner et al. (DrL 5.8 x lo8 eV/cm and Drx- 9.4 x lo8 eV/cm at TL = 300 K)
to calculate the intervalley scattering times at different excited energies, we
obtain 2rx(-0.5 eV) 130fs, 2rL(-0.5 eV) 120fs, and 2rL(-0.43 eV) 150 fs.

-

-

-

-
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tLo(the unscreened LO-phonon emission time) is taken to be -180 fs.4,24The
effective initial scattering time is then given by

-

The calculated value of 65 fs is close to the measured T T - 50 fs at N 3 x 1017
cmP3.The 30% difference can be attributed to carrier-carrier scattering. The fact
that 'CT only decreases to -40 fs at high N points out that carrier-carrier scattering
does not strongly affect the initial scattering time, a conclusion also reached
by other^.^,^

Fig. 50.27

1 -

(Aa,,,
( I 0+) as a function of N at 620 nm.
The straight line represents a linear relationship
between IAa,,,
and N.

1

3.

Band-Edge Nonlinearities
The interactions between hot carriers strongly affect absorptive and refractive
nonlinearities around the band edge. Figure 50.28 shows the time-resolved
changes of absorption for the same carrier density (N 1.5kO.7x 1018~ m - at
~)
probe wavelengths of 880,890,900, and920 nm, which are below the band edge,
and of 860 nm, which is slightly above the band edge. The short-lived increase
of absorption observed at 880,890, and 900 nm right after excitation is attributed

-

98
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to band-gap renormalization accompanied by plasma screening of Coulomb
interactions. Coulomb screening is often neglected in the interpretation of many
experiments. The decrease of absorption slightly above the band edge (850 and
860 nm) immediately after excitation, which is caused by the reduction of
Coulomb (Sommerfeld) enhancement factor, reveals the importance of this
effect. Plasma screening of Coulomb interactions, along with band-gap
renormalization, causes a clear spectral resonance in A a around the band edge,
which takes place instantaneously when most carriers are still "hot".11 The
subsequent broadband decrease of absorption indicates that the states near the
perturbed band edge become filled.

Fig. 50.28
Measured, tlrne-resolved Acr for N 1 3 0 . 7 x 1018 ~ r n - ~The
. probe wavelengths
are: (A) 860 nm, (B) 880 nrn, (C) 890 nrn,
(D) 900 nrn, and (E) 920 nrn. Curve (E) has
been rnult~pliedby 5.

5

At 920 nm (-75 meV below the original band edge), a small, long-lived
induced absorption is observed. This effect is attributed to intra-band (freecarrier) absorption. We investigate it by probing at 950 nm, which is -1 20 meV
below the original band edge. Figure 50.29(a) and 50.29(b) show Aa(t) andAn(t)
for various (high) carrier densities. Both
and l~n,,, scaleapproximately
linearly with N, consistent with free-camer absorption (FCA) being the main
contribution to the nonlinearities at this wavelength. The cross section for FCA,
defined as oeh= AaIN, is -2.6+1.0 x 10-l7 cm2 at 950 nm. Free-carrier
absorption in n-type GaAs has been systematically studied earlier,25 and o,
(solely because of electrons) deduced from those data is -8 x 10-l8 cm2. Other
measurements25326also show that oh (solely caused by holes) is more than a
factor of 2 larger than o,. Our estimated oehis close to o, + oh It is interesting
to note that -5 ps after excitation, when the carriers are cooled down, A a is only
-20% smaller than after <0.5 ps, when the carriers are still hot27 and many of
them reside in the satellite valleys. Also, 950 nm IAnl is quite large because band
filling causes a large negative An, which extends far below the band edge.28Such
large refractive nonlinearities should be useful for designing optoelectronic
devices such as phase modulators.

IA~, ,

I

I
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Fig. 50.29

Measured, time-resolved (a) A a and (b) An at
950 nm for various N -: (A) 1.3 x lOI9
cm-3, (B) 5 x 1018 cm-3, (C) 2 x 1018~ m - ~ .

4.

Band-Edge Gain Dynamics
For high injected-carrier densities (N > 1018~ m - ~the
) , combination of nearly
instantaneous intra-r-valley redistribution of electron^^^,^^ with the rapid
scattering of the high-energy r-valley electrons to the X and L valleys10 should
make it possible to observe band-edge gain on subpicosecond time scales even
for anexcitation at 2 eV. Figure 50.30 shows the absorptioncoefficient measured
at 880 nm for various carrier densities. It is clear that cx becomes negative on a
subpicosecond time scale for high camer densities. In fact, gain is observed in
a wide spectral region (850-900 nm) on subpicosecond and picosecond time
scales for N > 3 x 1018 cm-3.14 The time delay for gain to occur is -28W80 fs
at 880nm, 450f 150 fs at 860nm, and 650-1.200fs at 850nm for the highestcmier
density (N 8-10 x 1018cmP3) used in these measurements. This time increases
to -80W300 fs at 880 nm and >3000f 800 fs at 860 nm for lower camer density
(N 3.3 x 1018 ~ m - ~ ) .

-

-

At a probe frequency o,gain should be observed at any given time when
the condition

with
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is satisfied. Here p,(/,)is the quasi-chemical potential of the r-valley electrons
(holes) with respect to the conduction (valence) band edge, and Eg is the
normalized band gap. In our model the Coulombenhancement factor is neglected
The
because of the strong plasma screening at these high carrier densities. l
calculation of p,ffinvolves solving a set of kinetic equations for the density and
~ ~ ~ ' ~and holes are
kinetic energy of the I?-valley electrons and h o ~ e s . Electrons
assumed to equilibrate instantaneously. The initial temperatures of the electrons
and holes are -3000 K and -600 K, respectively, based on the kinetic energies
of carriers with 2-eV excitation. Scattering to theX and L valleys is incorporated
into the kinetic model as an energy-dependent sink for the high-energy I?-valley
electrons, again using the effective IDP summarized by Zollner et
Zonecenter, LO-phonon emission is also neglected because only a very small amount
of energy will be lost by electrons on a subpicosecond time scale when screening
is included at high carrier densities.30 We have compared the calculated delay
times for gain to occur using Eqs. (4)-(6) with those deduced frommeasurements.
The hole temperature is treated as a parameter. Good agreement is obtained
between model and measurement^.'^
1p29

Fig. 50.30

Measured temporal evolution of the absorption coefficient a(t)at 880 nm for different
nominal N : (A) 9.0 x 1018cm-3, (B) 3.3 x 1018 cm-3, (C) 1.0 x 1018~ r n - (D)
~ , 3.3 x
1017 cm-3. The error bar associated with the uncertainty on the absolute values of
a is indicated.

-
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In addition to revealing the importance of ultrafast equilibration of carriers
near the r point of the Brillouin zone and the efficient cooling mechanism
provided by intervalley scattering, these results also give some insights into hothole dynamics. Figure 50.31 displays the hole temperature that gives a best fit
to the data. It appears that the hole distribution is heated to -800 K within 300 fs,
and then cools down to -300 K within < 1 ps. A heated hole distribution indicates
that Coulomb-mediated, electron-hole scattering is important on this time scale,
in particular when the electron distribution is hotter and for high carrier densities.
This result is supported by theoretical calculations including contributions from
intervalence and intravalence band scattering processes. 14,31The rapid "cooling
time" of holes that we obtain also agrees well with those measured in n-type
GaAs using 100-fs time-resolved ~ u m i n e s c e n c e . ~ ~

--

Fig. 50.3 1
The hole temperature Th obtained from the "best
fit" between the experiment and the model at
different time delays. The dashed line indicates
the in~tialTh, based on the kinetic energy of the
holes with 2-eV excitation.
Conclusions

We have performed a series of measurements on time-resolved absorptive
and refractive nonlinearities induced by hot carriers injected at 2 eV on GaAs.
Measurements near the initial excited states yield the first observation of
refractive-index, spectral-hole burning. Studies of spectral-hole burning and
initial scattering times reveal the importance of intervalley scattering and carriercarrier interactions. Measurements near the band edge show that optical
nonlinearities on femtosecond and picosecond time scales are governed by
various carrier effects, such as band-gap renormalization, plasma screening,
band filling, and free-carrier absorption. Subpicosecond gain near the band edge
for high injected-carrier densities demonstrates that the rapid cooling of I--valley
electrons is provided by ultrafast intra-r-valley equilibration and intervalley
scattering. Evidence of a transient heated-hole distribution provide; insights for
the study of electron-hole and hole-lattice interactions.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS
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Section 2
NATIONAL LASER USERS FACILITY
NEWS

NLUF activity during the second quarter of FY92 included experiments on GDL
for theuniversity of Illinois and target fabrication for the University of Maryland
and the University of Florida. OMEGA shots for both Maryland and Florida have
been scheduled.
The University of Illinois, in collaboration with H. Elsayed-Ali at LLE, is
conducting an AFOSR-funded experiment to study the effect of laser irradiation
of weldments. The GDL laser is used to irradiate welded samples, whichare then
taken back to the University of Illinois where their physical properties are
measured. The energy of the GDL laser allows large-area illumination of the
weld. This is a continuing experiment and more GDL shot time is anticipated.
Targets for a series of experiments by H. Griem's group at the University of
Maryland were fabricated during this quarter by LLE's Target Fabrication
Group. These targets are Ne and Ne-seeded D2 gas-filled plastic shells. The
shells are overcoated with an aluminum shinethrough bamer layer that also acts
as the gas retention bamer. These targets will measure the line shape of
hydrogen-like Ne x-ray spectra from dense cores.

C. Hooper from the University of Florida is having a series of Ar and
Ar-seeded D2 gas-filled plastic shells made for an experiment measuring the
effect of density on the shape of the Ar x-ray line spectra from ICF cores. This
is to be a time-dependent, line-shapemeasurementusing the SPEAXS instrument
and a streak camera connected to a flat crystal spectrograph.

Section 3
LASER SYSTEM REPORT

3.A

GDL Facility Report

There were 208 GDL laser shots during the second quarter of FY92. The 69 target
shots were taken by an NLUF user from the University of Illinois. The spatial
filter needed by LLE's damage-testing laboratory was completed, and the
26 system shots were used to complete the filter alignment and start UV damage
assessment of large-aperture optics. The 113 laser-system shots were used for
system maintenance, alignment, repair, and testing.

J. Kelly is managing the GDL refurbishment project, which is projected
to begin in June 1992. First, the laser system is to be completed; then a new
target chamber will be moved into the target room. This work will be completed
in approximately nine months. The old FORTH-based control system will
be replaced with a system similar to what will be used on the upgraded
OMEGA laser.
The shot summary for the GDL laser this quarter is as follows:
Laser system

113

Target

69

26

Damage testing
TOTAL

208

LASER SYSTEM REPORT

3.B

OMEGA Facility Report

The OMEGA system fired a total of 497 shots during the second quarter of FY92.
These shots were divided among the driver line, the laser system, software
testing, noise testing, and target irradiation.
Installation of the pulse-shaping apparatus was completed in the driver line.
Thirty of the 106 laser-system shots were used to measure how a fast rise-time
pulse was affected when propagated through the OMEGA system. The measured
pulse shape compared well with the shape predicted with the RAINBOW
simulation code. A measured driver-line pulse shape was used as input for the
propagation simulation.
During the pulse-shape measurements, it was found that the system radiated
a great deal of noise that caused false triggering of timing electronics in the driver
line. The 172 noise test shots were used to check each of the OMEGA pulseforming networks. It was found that there was arcing from the body of the
ignitron to ground. In some cases, this arcing was severe enough to cause
spallation of material from the ground plane attachment of the ignitron. All of the
56 system ignitrons were remounted to remedy this problem.
The shot summary for the OMEGA laser this quarter is as follows:
Driver line

193

Laser system

106

Software test
Noise test

5

Target
TOTAL

497
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